From: Parsell, Lisa Marie (HSS - Social Services & Integration) On Behalf Of NISB
Sent: 11 October 2017 13:59
To: Clutton, Sam (HSS - Social Services & Integration); Mulraney, Philip (HSS - Social Services &
Integration)
Subject: FW: EHE

Please find attached the EHE report – can be shared with officials as the final report.

From: Keith Towler
Sent: 05 October 2017 06:58
To: flynnandeley; Jan Pickles; Simon Burch; Ruth Henke; Rachel Shaw; Hughes, Arwel (OFMCO Legislative Programme & Governance Unit); NISB
Subject: Fwd: EHE

Hi all

Please see email and final EHE report from Donald (PDF at foot of the chain). On our agenda for next
week.

Best wishes,

Keith
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Donald Forrester
Date: 4 October 2017 at 14:40:56 BST
To: Keith Towler
Cc: Jan Pickles , Nina Maxwell , Thomas Slater , flynnandeley ; Arwel Hughes , Julie Doughty
Subject: RE: EHE
Dear Keith

I am pleased to be able to send our final report in relation to Home Education.

We are simultaneously arranging for this to be translated into Welsh, and the Welsh version should
be ready in around a month. I hope this is acceptable.

We will wait to hear from you and/or the Board about next steps.

With best wishes

Donald

From: Keith Towler
Sent: 29 September 2017 10:39
To: Donald Forrester
Cc: Jan Pickles ; Nina Maxwell ; Thomas Slater ; flynnandeley; Arwel Hughes
Subject: Re: EHE

Dear Donald,

Thanks for sending through the latest draft of your recommendations. I have circulated to Board
members and we are pleased that our discussions have assisted your revisions.

As you indicate, this is a complex public policy area, so will look forward to receiving your final draft
on 6th October. We have a Board meeting the following week so will be able to talk through our
next steps.

With best wishes,

Keith
Sent from my iPhone

On 25 Sep 2017, at 15:51, Donald Forrester wrote:
Dear Keith and Jan

Thank you for a constructive discussion last week. We have made various revisions in light of the
discussions. Hopefully most of these are in line with the conversation we had. The one area,
however, that has continued to prove very challenging is whether registration and assessment
should be compulsory. This is a difficult issue – for the reasons we discussed – but on reflection I
think we all concluded that a failure to make registration compulsory would mean that Dylan and
the relatively small number of children being seriously abused would continue to remain invisible to
services. We have therefore highlighted that this is a dilemma but recommended that we believe
there should be a legal obligation on parents.

I look forward to comments from Board members in due course

Best wishes

D

From: Keith Towler
Sent: 18 September 2017 12:55
To: Donald Forrester
Cc: Jan Pickles
Subject: Fwd: EHE

Hi Donald,

Thanks for the discussion this morning. We certainly felt it was useful so hope you did as well.

I have emailed Board members (below) to expect an opportunity to comment further on the
recommendations by email. I'm happy to act as the conduit for that if helpful.

Thanks again.

Best wishes,

Keith
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Keith Towler
Date: 18 September 2017 at 12:52:06 BST
To: flynnandeley , Simon Burch , Rachel Shaw , Ruth Henke , Arwel Hughes
Cc: Jan Pickles
Subject: EHE
Hi all,
Jan and I met with Donald and Tom this morning at Cascade.
We fed back our collective comments and focussed our discussion on the recommendations. Useful
meeting I think. Donald will do some work on the recs this week. We have agreed to circulate those
for further comment by email so I'll circulate when they come in.
Meanwhile Tom and Donald are taking forward work on a further edit and are on course for final
submission on 6th October.
Best wishes,
Keith
Sent from my iPhone
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